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Abstract—Model theory system is the organizational capacities of the concept correlated with more comprehensive and appropriate when applied to the early childhood education (OLD). Model organizational capacity development includes technical capacity Organization (educators and educational personnel and infrastructure, financing and curriculum), management capacity (leadership leader/head of Agency/Principal), institutional Organization Capacity (The Policy in an environment of early childhood education). The educator is the key for teaching and learning, educational personnel preparation key to success holder and the post instruction. The principal is prerequisite skill (skill in leadership, human, group process, personnel administration, and skill in evaluation). Medium duty/role of the school head is known as EMASLIMO (Educator, Administrator, Supervisor, Leader, Innovator and Motivator).
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I. INTRODUCTION

On the model theory of the system if in correlates with the concept of organizational capacity is more comprehensive in describing models of early childhood education. Model—the model can be divided into three types of organizational capacity: Transcending dualisms, integrating the activity approach with naturalistic approach within a coherent framework, linking the study—a study of micro (micro studies) about/interaction actions and knowledge with the theories macro (macro theories) about the social and institutional structures.

Based on the model of systems theory, system activity and organizing model early childhood education in the development of the capacity of the Organization, then the capacity parameters of becoming standard in this research are: a. the technical capacity of the Organization (educators and educational personnel and infrastructure, financing and curriculum), b. managerial Capacity (leadership leader/head of Agency/Principal) and c. the institutional Capacity of the Organization (The Policy in an environment of early childhood education). Those factors as a major factor in early childhood education in the mengukurdan to develop the capacity of the Organization, with an explanation as follows:

A. The technical capacity of the Organization

Technical capacity of the will be examined in this section include: educators and educational personnel and infrastructure, financing and curriculum.

B. Educators and Educational Personnel

According to law No. 20 of 2003 on the national education system, article 39 paragraph 2, educator is a professional in charge of planning and implementing the process of learning, assessing learning outcomes, conduct supervision and training, as well as conducting research and devotion to society, especially for educators at the College.

In particular the duties and functions of educators (teachers and professors) are based on the regulation of the Minister of national education no. 14 of 2007, i.e., as agents of learning to improve the quality of national education, developer of the science, technology, and art, as well as servants to the community. Standard of produce educators and Educators is the criteria regarding the education of duties and the feasibility as well as mental, as well as in the Office of education according to the Government Regulation Number 32 year 2013.

Educators on Education generally includes: teachers, professors, counselors, teachers learn, widyaiswara, tutors, constructive, facilitators, teachers, early childhood education teacher supervisor and technical resource educative.

Educational personnel includes: Unit Manager education, overseer, supervisors, researchers, developers, power laboratory, power, library technicians learning resources, personnel administration, educational psychologist, social workers, therapists, energy cleanliness and security.

C. Workforce Management

Educators and educational management are activities that must be done starting from educators and educational entry into organizations of education until it finally stopped. It can be said also was a series of workforce management processes for regulating the procedures of planning, procurement, construction and development, placement and assignments, promotions and compensation, termination, mutation, as well as the assessment of produce educators.
D. Infrastructure and Facilities

Educational facilities and infrastructure is the thing that can’t be ignored in creating learning activities or activities of quality education (education and culture, 200:41). Education is a means of equipment or furniture schools/institutions needed in carrying out the activities of the institutions, especially educational/process, among other things: tables, chairs, whiteboards, lap top and its apparatus, film and other.

The education infrastructure is a means of education supplies before making such as land, buildings, and other pages. There are three (3) management of the physical environment of the school, namely: Site or ground school, the building and the school grounds. The size of the land area for the OLD is the page on the national standards of education.

Soetjipto, (2009) reveals that the educational infrastructure and facilities are all moving or not moving objects that are required to support the learning process of teaching directly or indirectly. Infrastructure is a tool or medium of moving or not and useful help teaching and learning or educational process.

E. Financing

Strategies that allow effective provide financing depends greatly on the approach to the specifics and characteristics of the region, through the Central Government, as well as non-profit organizations (Behmen et al, 2006). Early childhood education more financed private parties, individuals, organizations or communities, because many private institutions instead of OLD institutions.

Meijer et al. (1995) in the Fletcher Campbell et al. (2003) stated that there are two major aspects in financing, that means (the way or means by which is financed) such as time, money, and training facilities, and the destination for the means (the target of a way or means used for the achievement, including: parents, students, school, community, local institution and so on).

F. Curriculum

Curriculum development is carried out with reference to the national standards of education in order to realize the goal of national education (Law No. 20 in 2003, article 36 paragraph 1). To improve the quality of education in Indonesia has implemented six times change curriculum, namely curriculum 1968, 1975, 1984, 2004 curriculum and now apply i.e. the curriculum level unit of education (KTSP), issued by the Government through the Candy Department number 22 standard of the content, Number 23 on standard Candy graduates, and Number 24 on the implementation of Candy, 2006. Curriculum unit level education (KTSP) is the revision and development of a competency-based curriculum, curriculum or 2004.

G. Managerial Capacity; The leadership of the head of school/institution

A leader is one who has the ability to affect the behavior of others in his work using his power (Stoner and Brian Mitchell, 2000, 48-49). He also expressed competence is the ability to direct and influence the subordinates in connection with tasks that need to be implemented. Gary Yull, (1994), the leadership contingency that can be applied to various situations effectively.

The MoE (2000, 3-7) formulate implementation tasks/roles of the head of school as EMASLIMo (Educator, Administrator, Supervisor, Leader, Innovator and Motivator). From the explanation above, the role of the headmaster's leadership became the primary focus in the development of the organization.

H. Institutional Capacity of the Organization

On the capacity of institutions of this organization to discuss two important points in the development of early childhood educational institution, namely: network professionals and policy on early childhood education.
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